西元1999年9月21日AM 1:47
芮氏規模7.3
東經120.27，北緯23.85
2,455人死亡
11,305受傷
38,935房屋全倒
45,320房屋半倒
超過3,670億元損失

這些數字沒有任何意義，真正有

Earthquake Occurrence Time: September 21, 1999, at 01:47 (GMT+08:00, Taipei hour)
Earthquake Scale: 7.3 on the Richter scale
Location of Epicenter: 120E78, 23N85
2,455 people passed away
11,305 people got injured
38,935 buildings were completely collapsed
45,320 building were partially collapsed
Losing exceeded NT$ 360 billion

These numbers have no more meaning in disaster nowadays, which are translated into another meaning - a refreshed perception emerged from its tragic past.
設計概念：
1. The site is located in Shungshing Maintau, the core of Provincial Government of Taiwan (1)
2. The collapsed buildings on the site at Chi-Chi Earthquake (2)
3. The principle structural material is reinforced concrete (3)
4. The damage, building structure distortion / collapse, from Chi-Chi Earthquake. (4)

Bringing these four design concepts reflect—Commemoration / Memory / Nature / Architecture / Introspection / Regeneration
The underground tunnel extends out from the main volume to tie the public square of the Memorial Park forecourts into the surrounding urban texture.
Mom, I want to plant a very big tree for dad. Can I?

Of course you can! We are here for memory your daddy.

Here will be more trees as a little forest in the future.

Therefore, dad won’t be lonely anymore.

It is great! Let’s plant the tree, mom...

Okay! Let’s get a sapling for daddy after the memorial ceremony.

You know. After we plant it, we will come every year.

Good! I will bring water for daddy’s tree.

Of course! You can bring anything as well as picnic here.

Twenty years later...

Mom, you always bring narcissus for daddy...

Yes! The first time I received flower from your dad, which was narcissus. He knew me a lot, I love narcissus.

After that, I received his narcissus all the time.

This is my term after he passed away. I am bringing him narcissus.

This park is totally different from the first time we came that was twenty years ago.

The only constant is people keep coming and take care their tree.

These trees seem continue with the mountain.

Previously, these trees were just saplings and the park was very spacious.

You liked across the park from the top-point of the park every time.

Nowadays, the trees grew bigger and bigger as well as you.

We must be blessing this memorial park and Mother Nature, even though we lost dad from the disaster.

This park helps you more strongly to purify your mind and face your fi

We must be cherishing what we have now.

Mom! Comprehend!!! You talk same every time.

I know that I am mumursou!!! Okay! Let’s clean it after we finish picking flower up; the memorial ceremony will start soon.